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Abstract

Our daily lives are getting more and more dependent on data centers and distributed storage systems in general,
whether at the business or at the personal level. With the advent of fog computing, personal mobile devices in a given
geographical area may also comprise a very dynamic distributed storage system. These paradigm changes call for the
urgent need of devising efficient and reliable failure recovery mechanisms in dynamic scenarios where failures become
more likely and nodes join and leave the network more frequently. Redundancy schemes in distributed storage systems
have become essential for providing reliability given the fact of frequent node failures. In this work, we address the
problem of multiple failure recovery with dynamic scenarios using the fractional repetition code as a redundancy scheme.
The fractional repetition (FR) code is a class of regenerating codes that concatenates a maximum distance separable
code (MDS) with an inner fractional repetition code where data is split into several blocks then replicated and multiple
replicas of each block are stored on various system nodes. We formulate the problem as an integer linear programming
problem and extend it to account for three dynamic scenarios of newly arriving blocks, nodes, and variable priority
blocks allocation. The contribution of this paper is four-fold: i. we generate an optimized block distribution scheme that
minimizes the total system repair cost of all dependent and independent multiple node failure scenarios; ii. we address the
practical scenario of having newly arriving blocks and allocate those blocks to existing nodes without any modification
to the original on-node block distribution; iii. we consider new-comer nodes and generate an updated optimized block
distribution; iv. we consider optimized storage and recovery of blocks with varying priority using variable fractional
repetition codes. The four problems are modeled using incidence matrices and solved heuristically. We present a range
of results for our proposed algorithms in several scenarios to assess the effectiveness of the solution approaches that are
shown to generate results close to optimal.
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1. Introduction

Achieving high reliability in distributed storage sys-
tems at a reasonable cost can be a challenge due to the
fact that they are built from a large number of commodity
devices which undergo frequent failures. Real patterns of
failures in data centers show that correlated failures are as
common as single-node failures in data centers [1, 2]. In a
general failure study [1] on Google’s main storage infras-
tructure revealed that 37% of node failures in distributed
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systems are due to outbreak of at least two nodes. An
availability study performed at two large high-performance
computing sites showed that around 23,000 different-cause
failures were recorded on more than 20 different systems
over a period of nine years[3]. Distributed storage sys-
tem recovery from multiple failures has become critical
especially that large business enterprises highly depend
on these systems and any interruptions might cause huge
losses. Moreover, fog computing is introduced recently
to have computing, communication, and storage closer to
the user and thus provide better privacy and improved
services. This poses, however, major challenges in fail-
ure recovery driven by the dynamic and volatile nature
of edge devices and especially personal mobile devices.
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